## Parallel Sessions

**Day 5 A 09:00-12:30 Friday, 7 August**

### Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Title and Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>2F ROOM B1</td>
<td>Government Institutions, Access to Economic Opportunity, and Income Redistribution. Price RISBACK, Andrew SELTZER, Jessica BEAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>2F ROOM B2</td>
<td>The Quality of Money: Global Monetary History beyond the Trinity of Monetary Functions. Akinobu KURODA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>1F ROOM C1</td>
<td>Government finance and state spending in China in comparative perspective, ca. 1500-1900. Bas VAN LEEUWEN, Zhihong SHI, Yi XIU, Peter FOLDVARI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>1F ROOM C2</td>
<td>Central banks and their role in financial and economic crises. Markus A. DENZEL, William ROBERDS, Werner SCHELTJENS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>1F ROOM F</td>
<td>“Cities and Economic Development: From the Dawn of History to the Present” in homage to Paul Bairoch. Remi JEDWAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>1F ROOM G</td>
<td>A World Apart? The Eurasian Mountains and Modern Economic Growth. Jon MATHIEU, Luca MOCARELLI, Satoshi MURAYAMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>1F ROOM H</td>
<td>Numeracy, Human Capital and its Determinants. Joerg BATEN, Dacil T. JUIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>2F ROOM I</td>
<td>Catching up now and then - do historical perspectives on developing-country dynamics still make sense? Martin ANDERSSON, Tobias AXELSSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>2F ROOM J</td>
<td>The Trade Relations in the Mediterranean and the Black Sea from the middle of the 13th century up to the beginning of the 20th century. Vladimir Vasilevic MOROZAN, Wolfgang SARTOR, Irina Viktorovna POTKINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2F ROOM K</td>
<td>Industry, Organization, and Economic Structure in Russia in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries. Amanda G GREGG, Ekaterina KHAUSTOVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5F ROOM 501</td>
<td>Nobility and business. The contribution of the aristocracy to economic development in the 18th-19th centuries. Silvia A. CONCA MESSINA, Takeshi ABE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5F ROOM 509</td>
<td>Varieties in regional competitiveness: Location and relocation of business in the 20th century. Takafumi KUROSAWA, Bram BOUWENS, Matthias KIPPING, Jan OJALA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5F ROOM 554</td>
<td>The commonality and diversity in the histories of inter-firm relationships within Japan, the US and South Korea. Yongdo KIM, Shigero MATUSHIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5F ROOM 555</td>
<td>Textile trade and African consumers in a globalizing world, 1700-1850. Kazuo KOBAYASHI, Klaus WEBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6F ROOM 662</td>
<td>Similarity and difference in pre-industrial Eurasian marriage: Was Malthus right? Christer LUNDH, Satomi KUROSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>6F ROOM 664</td>
<td>Labour market development in international and historical perspectives. Kentaro SAITO, Natalia MORA-SITJJA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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01  2F ROOM B1

Government Institutions, Access to Economic Opportunity, and Income Redistribution

Price FISHBACK, Andrew SELTZER, Jessica BEAN

Melanie Meng XUE——The Literary Inquisition
He (Helen) YANG——Fiscal Decentralization and Bureaucratic Capacity: Evidence from Late Imperial China.
John Joseph WALLIS——Conceptualizing Government
Cong LIU——International Trade Flows, Changes in Cross-Region Income Distribution, and Expanding Protests in China, 1900-1930
Price FISHBACK——The Impact of Progressive Era Labor Regulations on the Manufacturing Labor Market in America
Jessica BEAN——World War I and Labor Regulations
Andrew SELTZER——The Impact of arbitrated minimum wages on wages and employment: Evidence from the 1896 Victoria (Australia) Factory and Shops Act

Discussant: Price FISHBACK

02  2F ROOM B2

The Quality of Money: Global Monetary History beyond the Trinity of Monetary Functions

Akinobu KURODA

Eiji SAKURAI——The Transferability of Bonds in Pre-Modern Japan
Ping HE——The Establishment of Silver as a Currency in Ming Dynasty—From the Perspective of the Function of World Currency
Craig MULDREW——The Social Acceptance of Paper Credit is Currency in Eighteenth Century England: A Case Study of Glastonbury c.1720-1742
Anders ÖGREN——Paper Vs Metal in 18th Century Sweden
Patrice BAUBEAU——French Copper Coins, 1789-1852, A Challenge to a Technological History of Coined Money
Ekaterina SVIRINA——Variety of Monetary Usage in Siberia in the 19th Century
Georges DEPEYROT——Money and Monetarisation at the End of 19th Century
Georgina GOMEZ——Why Do People Want a Currency?
Akinobu KURODA——The Character of Money: Beyond the Trinity of Monetary Functions

Discussant: Makoto NISHIBE

03  1F ROOM C1

Government finance and state spending in China in comparative perspective, ca. 1500-1900

Bas VAN LEEUWEN, Zhihong SHI, Yi XU, Peter FOLDVARI

Guanglin LIU——Regional government finance during the Song Dynasty
Qingliang YU——Chinese government finance in the Ming Dynasty
Huimen LAI——Imperial Household finances in the Qing Dynasty
Zhihong SHI——Chinese government finance ca. 1840-1949
Debin MA——Government finance in Late Imperial China
Moriguchi CHIAKI——Comparative institutional analysis of public finance in Tokugawa Japan and Qing China.
Peter FOLDVARI——Comparative government finance in Western Europe
Karaman KIVANC——Ottoman state finances in European comparative perspective

Discussant: Peter LINDERT
**Central banks and their role in financial and economic crises**

Markus A. DENZEL, William ROBERDS, Werner SCHELTJENS

Markus A. DENZEL——‘Central banks’ in the Holy Roman Empire and their Role in Financial and Economic crises: Hamburg and Nuremberg in the 17th and 18th Century

William ROBERDS——Crisis management at the Bank of Amsterdam: four calamities and a funeral

Werner SCHELTJENS——The Crimean War and the modernization of Russian finance (1853-1860)

Takashi SENDA——Fiscal Remedies for Open Economies in a Liquidity Trap

Tom KÄRRLANDER——A stitch in time saves nine - the averted Swedish financial crisis of 1907

François VELE——An overview of early public banks in the United States

Agnes POGANY——Financial crisis and the lender of last resort in interwar Hungary

Eugene WHITE——Protecting Financial Stability in the Aftermath of the Great War: The Experience of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

Natacha POSTEL-VINAY——What caused Chicago Bank Failures in the Great Depression? A Look at the 1920s

Maria LEONOR COSTA——Credit markets and financial institutions in economies without a banking system: The Portuguese case in the 18th century

Pierre-Cyrille HAUTCOEUR

Angelo RIVA——NA

Tetsuji OKAZAKI——Final comment

**“Cities and Economic Development: From the Dawn of History to the Present” in homage to Paul Bairoch**

Remi JEDWAB

Remi JEDWAB——Urbanization without Growth in Historical Perspective

Walker HANLON——Endogenous City Disamenities: Lessons from Industrial Pollution in 19th Century Britain

Jeremiah DITTMAR——Conflict and Economic Geography: Evidence from the Thirty Years War

Alex ROTHENBERG——Skill Transferability, Migration, and Development: Evidence from Population Resettlement in Indonesia

Junfu ZHANG——Walled Cities in Late Imperial China

Mark DINCECCO——The Economic Legacy of Warfare: Evidence from Urban Europe

Felipe V. CAICEDO——The Persistence of (Subnational) Fortune

**A World Apart? The Eurasian Mountains and Modern Economic Growth**

Jon MATHIEU, Luca MOCARELLI, Satoshi MURAYAMA

Thomas JONES——Set-up of Japan’s national parks in the 1920s and 1930s

Mei XUEQIN——Coal mining of the Western Hill, Beijing, and the world economic system

Xiao KUNBING——Export of Bohea tea and the world economy, 17th-19th centuries

Chetan SINGH——Hydro-power and irrigation water in the second part of the 20th century

Aleksander PANJUK——From pluriactivity to integrated peasant economy. A conceptual step in the Eastern Alps: Slovenia

Paolo TEDESCHI——Iron mining in the Alpine valleys, 18th-19th centuries

Luca MOCARELLE——Do European and Asian mountains tell a different story?

Jon MATHIEU——Do European and Asian mountains tell a different story?
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### 1F ROOM H

**Numeracy, Human Capital and its Determinants**

Joerg BATEN, Dacl T. JUIF

- Sascha O. BECKER Human Capital, Division of Labour and Conflict
- Jacob WEISDORF Human Capital Formation from Occupations: The ‘Deskilling Hypothesis’ Revisited
- Leticia ARROYO ABAD The Effects of Mining Activity on numeracy in Early Modern Latin America: Was there a Curse of Natural Resources?
- Erik HORNUNG From Serfdom to Freedom: The Economic Origins of the Emancipation of Labor
- Jean-Pascal BASSINO Cash-crop production, Colonialism and Human Capital on the Philippines
- Laurent HEYBERGER Ladders to Success: Civil Service Exams and Social Mobility in traditional China (1368-1644)
- Marta FELIS-ROTA Can Social Capital Contribute to Explaining the “Impoverished Numerates” puzzle?
- Felipe VALENCIA The Mission: Human Capital Transmission, Economic Persistence and Culture in South America
- Lisa DE GÓMEZ Land Inequality, an Obstacle to Human Capital Development in Spain during the Eighteenth Century

Discussants: Jaime REIS, David MITCH

---

### 2F ROOM I

**Catching up now and then - do historical perspectives on developing-country dynamics still make sense?**

Martin ANDERSSON, Tobias AXELSSON

- Luis BERTOLA Has Latin America changed tracks? Catching up now and then
- Cristián DUCOING Ruiz Is equipment investment the key of economic growth? A historical reassessment
- Gareth AUSTIN Is Africa too late for ‘late industrialization’?
- Christer GUNNARSSON Misinterpreting the East Asian Miracles?
- Anne BOOTH Southeast Asia’s half-way miracles
- Montserrat LOPEZ JEREZ Catching-up? The different economic dynamics from within Vietnam

---

### 2F ROOM J

**The Trade Relations in the Mediterranean and the Black Sea from the middle of the 13th century up to the beginning of the 20th century**

Vladimir Vasilevic MOROZAN, Wolfgang SARTOR, Irina Viktorovna POTKINA

- Klemens KAPS From the Adriatic towards the West: Trade networks of Triestinian merchants with the Atlantic economy, 1740-1820
- Gelina HARLAFTIS The development of trade and shipping of Black Sea port – cities and there integration to the Western European Economy, 1830s – 1910s
- Constantin ARDELEANU The Market Integration of Danubian Grain during the 19th Century
- Nailya TAGIROVA Agricultural exports from Volga region to the Azov-Black Sea ports (the beginning of the XX century.)
- Boerries KUZMAN The economic and cultural interactions between the landlocked free port of Brody and the maritime free port of Odessa
- Wolfgang SARTOR The Development of the Grain Trading Company Louis Dreyfus in the Russian Empire in the 19th and in the Beginning 20th Century.
- Guido HAUSMANN The effect of the Napoleonic Wars on Russia’s role in the Black Sea and Mediterranean trade.
- Irina POTKINA Russia’s trade with the Mediterranean countries, 19th century
- Bessolitsyn ALEXANDER The Role of Russian Millers’ Congresses in promotion of the Russian Flour to Mediterranean Market at the turn of the 20th century.
- Lilija BELOUSOVA Odessa and Mediterranean trade, customs policy, smuggling and cultural exchange (the end of the 18th c. - the beginning of the 20th c.)
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10 2F ROOM K

Industry, Organization, and Economic Structure in Russia in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries
Amanda G GREGG, Ekaterina KHAUSTOVA

Danila RASKOV—The Role of Old Believers’ Enterprises: Evidence from the Nineteenth Century Moscow Textile Industry (with Vadim Kufenko)
Amanda GREGG—Vertical and Horizontal Integration in Imperial Russian Cotton Textiles, 1894-1900
Güneş GÖKMEN—Career Incentives of Governors in late Tsarist Russia (with Dmitry Kofanov)
Steven NAZFIZER—Collective Action and Representation in Autocracies: Evidence from Russia’s Great Reforms (with Paul Dower, Evgeny Finkel, and Scott Gelbach)
Sofya SALOMATINA—Beyond the Gerschenkron Paradigm: Russian Banking Market Integration in World Comparative Perspective, 1874-1897
Ekaterina KHAUSTOVA—Backwardness and Economic Development in Nineteenth Century Russia (with Robert C. Allen)
Leonid BORODKIN—Migration in Russia/USSR in the First Quarter of the 20th Century: Analysis of Economic Factors

11 5F ROOM 501

Nobility and business. The contribution of the aristocracy to economic development in the 18th-19th centuries
Silvia A. CONCA MESSINA, Takeshi ABE

Takeshi ABE—(with Izumi Shirai and Takenobu Yuki) Business activities of the former feudal lords in Meiji Japan
Shunsuke NAKAOKA—Open the gateway to the business world?: Exploring the role of marriage network between modern Japanese nobility and business elite
Porphant OUYYANONT—The Privy Purse Bureau and its investment and development role in 19th Century Thailand
Amal Kumar MISHRA—The nobility and the peasants: Situating Odisha in colonial perspective (A 19th century scenario)
Nkemjika Chimee IHEDIWA—The role of Hausa/Fulani aristocrats in the colonial economy of Northern Nigeria: 1900-1960
Marta PETRUSEWICZ—Harmonious development on Europe’s peripheries or the landed elites’ last battle for domination, 1815-1860s
Maria Eugenia MATA—Brokerage, an aristocratic entrepreneurial activity?: Illustrating aristocratic entrepreneurial activity before WWI, from a Portuguese perspective
Silvia A. CONCA MESSINA—Nobility and Economy in 19th Century Italy: Investments, enterprises and innovations.
Stefania LICINI—Patricians’ assets in Milan (Italy) during the industrialization: An overview
Bartolomé YUN-CASALILLA—Nobles here, merchants there: Examples and reflections on the trans-national dimensions of noble status and its rationale, 16th-18th centuries.
Roberto TOLAINI—The Genoese nobility: Finance, land and business from the French Revolution up to the First World War.
Monika POETTINGER—From aristocracy to business and back: The Ginori family and porcelain 1735-1896
Discussant: Daniela FELISINI

12 5F ROOM 509

Varieties in regional competitiveness: Location and re-location of business in the 20th century
Takafumi KUROSAWA, Bram BOUWENS, Matthias KIPPING, Jari OJALA

Jari OJALA—How to sail a sinking ship – regulatory innovation and the competitiveness of the European shipping industry
Stig TENOLD—How to sail a sinking ship – regulatory innovation and the competitiveness of the European shipping industry
Takafumi KUROSAWA—The Rise, Decline and Resilience of the Versatile Supporting Industry: Cases from East Asia
Matthias KIPPING—From Local Entrepreneurship and Innovation to Lasting Global Success: Cases from Canada
So HIRANO—Rising of New Chemical industry in East Asian Region: Gaining and Sustaining Competitive Advantage in Electronic Devices
Sang-Cheol LEE—The Development of Telephone Switchboard Manufacturing Industry and Industrial Policy in Korea (1959-86)
Nishimura SHIGEHIRO—Technology, Marketing, and Government: Competitiveness of the East Asian Electrical Equipment Industry
Julia YONGUE—Exploring the Rise of Big Pharma: A French-Inspired Model for the Global Vaccine Industry
Andrea SCHNEIDER—Leasing in Europe – Competitiveness between Historical Roots and American Impact
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#### 5F ROOM 510


**Rika FUJIOKA, Pierre-Yves DONZÉ**

- **Laurent TISSOT** Luxury Hotels and Globalisation: the Emergence of a New Sector (1970-2010)
- **Stephen DOYLE and Christopher MOORE** The Establishment and Advancement of the European Luxury Conglomerate: 1980-2000
- **Tomoko HASHINO** Luxury Market and the Survival of Japanese Traditional Kimono Weaving Industry in the Second Half of the 20th Century
- **Hiromi SHIOJI** The Luxury Vehicle Market in Brazil: Different Types of Development
- **In Soo BAEK** The Evolution of Luxury Industry in Korea (1980-2010): Focusing on Reaction of Department Stores and Duty Free Shops
- **Zhiqing JIANG and Shin’ya NAGASAWA** New Luxury Brand Construction and Internationalization in Asia Pacific: a Comparison between Chinese and Japanese Market

#### 5F ROOM 554

**The commonality and diversity in the histories of inter-firm relationships within Japan, the US and South Korea**

**Yongdo KIM, Shigeru MATSUSHIMA**

- **Joshua MURRAY** Hierarchical Networks: Supplier Relations in the Early American Automobile Industry
- **Inman YEO** The Formation and Change of the Relationship between Japanese Automakers and Their Suppliers, 1930s-1990s
- **HangKoo LEE** Korea’s Experience of the Developing Automobile Industry
- **Yongdo KIM** The Inter-firm Relationship in Japan’s Steel Industry of Pre-WWII: Transaction of Steel for Ships in the 1930s
- **Keishi OKABE** The Evolution of Machine Tools Trading System in the 1930s: the Relationship between Nissan Motor Co. and Japanese Trading Company in North America
- **Takashi KITAURA** Relationship between Japanese Financial Institutions and Japanese Companies in the 1930s: the Case of Japanese Electric Power Companies and Keihan Electric Railway

Discussants: Takashi SHIMIZU, Eugene K. CHOI

#### 5F ROOM 555

**Textile trade and African consumers in a globalizing world, 1700-1850**

**Kazuo KOBAYASHI, Klaus WEBER**

- **Klaus WEBER** Interweaving Central Europe and India with the Atlantic World: A Spatial Approach
- **Anka STEFFEN** Silesia and the Atlantic: Silesian Linens at the pre-colonial West-African Coast
- **Telma Gonçalves SANTOS** European and Indian textiles in the West Central Africa’s trade, 1751-1775
- **Kazuo KOBAYASHI** Guinée cloth, gum Arabic and early nineteenth-century global economy: the case of trade in the Lower Senegal River
- **Katharine FREDERICK** Ecology, Labor and Production: Tracing the decline of the Lower Shire Valley cloth industry, c. 1860-1890

Discussant: Tirthankar ROY

#### 5F ROOM 562

**Similarity and difference in pre-industrial Eurasian marriage: Was Malthus right?**

**Christer LUNDH, Satomi KUROSU**

- **Christer LUNDH** Similarity in Difference: Marriage in Europe and Asia 1700-1900
- **Tommy BENGTSSON** The Influence of Economic Factors on First Marriage in Historical Europe and Asia
- **Satomi KUROSU** Remarriage, Gender, and Rural Households in Europe and Asia 1700-1900
- **James Z. LEE** Beyond Malthus: Framework and Achievements of Eurasia Project
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17 6F ROOM 664

Labour market development in international and historical perspectives
Kentaro SAITO, Natalia MORA-SITJA

Chiaki YAMAMOTO——— Reading and Writing Skills during the Industrial Revolution: a case study through quarter sessions records
Kentaro SAITO——— Labour market integration of skilled workers during “Second Industrial Revolution” in Britain
Jelle VAN LOTTUM——— Labour migration and displacement and replacement of native workers in the European Union: some lesson from the past
Masayuki TANIMOTO——— Migration and occupational structure in the industrialising economy: trends and patterns of migration in early 20th century Japan
Natalia MORA-SITJA——— Economic growth, occupational structure, and women’s work: an international comparison
Silvana MAUBRIGADES——— A gender approach to the dynamics of labor markets in Latin America during the 20th century

Discussants: Daiji KAWAGUCHI, Tomoko HASHINO

18 6F ROOM 665

Diversity-driven Dynamics of Economic Development: Ecological Constraints, Labour-intensive Production and Socio-cultural Representations of Consumption in Modern South Asia
Takashi OISHI,Sayako KANDA, Lisa N. TRIVEDI

Takashi OISHI——— Ornaments in the Commodity Diversity/Plurality of Modern India: Ecological Backgrounds, Socio-Economic Dynamism and Imported Goods
Saeko SUGIHARA——— Growth and Diversification of Trade in Domestic Products in Colonial India: Evidence from Internal Trade Statistics
Sayako KANDA——— Ecological Diversity and Cultural Resilience: the Salt Market in Eastern India in the Early Nineteenth Century
Naoto KAGOTANI——— Japanese Cotton Textiles Exported to British India in the 1930s: Analysis through a Report by Toyo Menka Co.
Lisa N. TRIVEDI——— A Swadeshi Economy: Catalogues, Depots, and Shops in Nationalist India, 1920-1947
Srira UPARASA——— Market Encounters: Medical Pluralism and Commodity Culture in Colonial India
Madhulika BANERJEE——— Making Medicines into Commodities: the Impact of Scales of Production on the Character of Ayurvedic Medicines in India
Akio TANABE——— Developmental Democracy in a Diverse Society: Is There a Possibility of Vernacular Capitalism in Contemporary India?

Discussant: Giorgio RIELLO
Note
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Overview

01  2F ROOM B1
Vice-Presidential Session
Historical and Comparative Institutional Analysis of East Asian Development
Tetsuji OKAZAKI

02  2F ROOM B2
ATTEMPTING TO GRASP PROTEUS: AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHIES OF ENTREPRENEURS
Franco AMATORI, William J. HAUSMAN, Luciano SEGRETO

03  1F ROOM C1
Global Court and State Manufactures, c. 1400-1800
Luca MOLÀ, Philippe MINARD, Masayuki TANIMOTO

04  1F ROOM C2
State Formation and Economic Development
Kris James MITCHENER, Saumitra JHA, Masanori TAKASHIMA

05  1F ROOM F
From Fragmented Societies to Modern Welfare States: Comparative Public Sector Transition Paths
Christopher LLOYD, Matti HANNIKAINEN

06  1F ROOM G
The development of nuclear energy: economics, financial and business origins
M.d.Mar RUBIO, Duncan CONNORS, Joseba DE LA TORRE

07  1F ROOM H
Occupational structure in the long-run process of industrialisation
Osamu SAITO, Leigh SHAW-TAYLOR

08  2F ROOM I
The elusive quest for economic policy coordination: a reassessment of international monetary systems
Catherine R. SCHENK, Atish Rex GHOSH

09  2F ROOM J
Cooperative networks in regional and national perspective during the 19th and 20th century
Torsten LORENZ, Candido ROMAN-CERVANTES, Catherine BREGIANNI

10  2F ROOM K
Heights in Development
Nikola KOEPKE, Alexander MORADI, Moramay LÓPEZ ALONSO

11  5F ROOM 501
When They Fail: Creditors, Debtors and Solutions
Ann M CARLOS

12  5F ROOM 509
Economic Aid, developmentalism and the transformation of the international order of Asia, 1960s-1970s
Shigeru AKITA, Shoichi WATANABE

13  5F ROOM 510
Institutions of Exclusion? Guilds, Citizenship and Inequality in Early Modern Europe – and Asia
Maarten PRAK, Bert DE MUNCK, Chris MINNS

14  5F ROOM 554
The contribution of rural coastal areas to international trade networks in the early modern period
Werner SCHELTJENS, Markus A. DENZEL, Toshiaki TAMAKI

15  5F ROOM 555
Another Europe? Peculiarities of the economic and civilization development of East Central Europe in 16th - 19th Centuries.
Filip WOLANSKI, Adam PERŁAKOWSKI, Jakub WĘGLORZ

16  6F ROOM 662
Feudalism and the market. Explaining economic growth in the Middle Ages
Philipp R SCHOFIELD, Antoni FURIO

17  6F ROOM 664
Counting People, Understanding Economies: Global Histories of Registration and Demographic Statistics
Gerardo SERRA, Morten JERVEN

18  6F ROOM 665
Costs and Economic Returns to Higher Education: Competing Models in Historical Perspective
Bogdan MURGESCU, Jan SADLAK
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---

**01 2F ROOM B1**

**Vice-Presidential Session**

**Historical and Comparative Institutional Analysis of East Asian Development**

Tetsuji OKAZAKI

Masahiko AOKI —— A Three-Person Game of Institutional Resilience versus Transition: A Model and Comparative History of China-Japan Revisited

Debin MA —— Political Institution and Long-Run Economic Growth: The Case of China

Myung-Soo CHA —— War and Peace: The Origins of Demographic and Institutional Divergence within East Asia

Discussant: Price FISHBACK

---

**02 2F ROOM B2**

**ATTEMPTING TO GRASP PROTEUS: AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHIES OF ENTREPRENEURS**

Franco AMATORI, William J. HAUSMAN, Luciano SEGRETO

Franco AMATORI —— How to assemble a national dictionary and what you can get from it

Luciano SEGRETO —— A Thousand Economic Leaders for a Pioneering Work: the British Dictionary of Business Biography

Will HAUSMAN —— Between two cultures: German entrepreneurs in the US

Uwe SPIEKERMANN —— Between two cultures: German entrepreneurs in the US

Youssef CASSIS —— Bankers as entrepreneurs

Gelina HARLAFTIS —— The global evolution of Eastern Mediterranean and Black Seas maritime business: collective biographies of Greek shipowners

Dominique BARJOT —— Search for Grandeur: French entrepreneurs in the 19th century

Grietje VERHOEF —— Culture, segregation and entrepreneurs in South Africa. Entrepreneurial biographies in history, 19th century to the present

Stefania LICINI —— Entrepreneurs in Lombardy from the Restoration to the First World War: a collective biography

Discussants: Louis GALAMBOS, Daniela FELISINI

---

**03 1F ROOM C1**

**Global Court and State Manufactures, c. 1400-1800**

Luca MOLÀ, Philippe MINARD, Masayuki TANIMOTO

Luca MOLÀ —— Court and State Manufactures in Renaissance Italy: Practice and Theory


Masayuki TANIMOTO —— The Role of Domains in Transferring and Building Manufacturing Systems in the Tokugawa Era

Giorgio RIELLO —— European Court and State Manufactures in a Global Perspective, 1400-1800: The Research Project

---

**04 1F ROOM C2**

**State Formation and Economic Development**

Kris James MITCHENER, Saumitra JHA, Masanori TAKASHIMA

Mikolaj MALINOWSKI —— Freedom and Decline: Polish state formation and rye market disintegration, 1500-1772

Juan VARGAS —— Don’t make war, make elections: Franchise extension and violence in 19th century Colombia

Hanhui GUAN —— Land Equalization, Social Mobility, and the Rise of Civil Service

Mohamed SALEH —— The Cotton Boom, Slavery, and Land Inequality in Nineteenth-Century Rural Egypt

Latika CHAUDHARY —— Religious Identity and the Provision of Public Goods: Evidence from the Indian Princely States

Jerome SGARD —— Bureaucracy and Collegiality, State Support to Private Firms in Eighteenth Century France

Kris James MITCHENER —— Swords into Bank Shares: Financial Instruments, Violent Conflict Resolution and Reform in Meiji Japan

Mark DINCCECO —— Broadening the State: Policy Responses to the Introduction of Income Tax

Km OOSTERLINCK —— Politics and the Conversion of French Sovereign Bonds

Greg PRICE —— Did Slave-Trading Enable Expansion of the British Empire? Evidence from South Sea Company Risk-adjusted Stock Returns during the Asiento de Negros, 1713 – 1743
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05 1F ROOM F

From Fragmented Societies to Modern Welfare States: Comparative Public Sector Transition Paths
Christopher LLOYD, Matti HANNIKAINEN

Christopher LLOYD — Backwardness Revisited: The Significance of Developmental Welfare States to Catch-Up and Modernization in the Long-Run
Jari ELOFTANTA — Smooth Sailing Towards the Welfare State? Nordic Institutional and Economic Development Paths in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Jari OJALA — Smooth Sailing Towards the Welfare State? Nordic Institutional and Economic Development Paths in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Matti HANNIKAINEN — The Growth of Public Finances in Finland before the Welfare State 1850–1960
Gudmundur JÖNSSON — Tax capacity and political autonomy in 19th century Iceland
Dan BOGART — “There can be Partnership with the King”. Regulatory Commitment, Institutional Change, and the Rise of England’s East Indian Empire
Steven NAFZIGER — “Paying the Piper? Peasant Tax Arrears and State Capacity in Late Imperial Russia”
Jarmo PELTOLA — The Growth of Public Finances in Finland before the Welfare State 1850–1960
Ilkka NUMMELA — Economic consequences of Finland’s and Sweden’s different military solutions in the early 19th century

06 1F ROOM G

The development of nuclear energy: economics, financial and business origins
M.d.Mar RUBIO-VARAS, Duncan CONNORS, Joseba DE LA TORRE

M.d.Mar RUBIO-VARAS — Spain—Eximbank’s Billion Dollar Client: the role of the U.S. financing the Spanish nuclear program
Joseba DE LA TORRE — Learning by Doing: The First Spanish Nuclear Plant
Martin CHICK — Costing nuclear power in Britain since 1950
Michael CAMP — “Limping indecisively”: The Clinch River Breeder Reactor in International Perspective
Chris POKARIER — From energy security to export industry: reactive policy & Japan’s reactor industry
Mauro ELLI — Nuclear Power in the 1980s: the Guangdong Project and the Opening of China
Natalia MELINKOVA — Nuclear project of the USSR: foundation, structuring, management
Marly KAMIOJI — Origins of the nuclear program in Brazil
Federico LAZARÍN MIRANDA — The Start of the Nuclear Industry in Mexico. The Creation of Uramex
Niall MACKENZIE — TBA

07 1F ROOM H

Occupational structure in the long-run process of industrialisation
Osamu SAITO, Leigh SHAW-TAYLOR

Erik BUYST — An Anglo-Belgian comparison of occupational structures during industrialisation, co-authored with Leigh Shaw-Taylor
Alexis LITVINE — Occupational structure and the experience of second and third-wave industrialisers in Europe
Mohamed SALEH — Industrialisation and occupational structure in Egypt and Turkey, 1850-2000: Egypt
Mustafa Erdem KABADAYI — Industrialisation and occupational structure in Egypt and Turkey, 1850-2000: Turkey, co-authored with Berkay Kucukbaslar
Gijs KESSLER — Industrialization and occupational change: a comparison between China and Russia/USSR, co-authored with Timur Valeev and Harry Wu
Osamu SAITO — Size distribution of the industrial workforce in the early phases of industrialisation: Germany and Japan compared, co-authored with Yoko Tanaka

Discussants: Steve BROADBERRY, Kaoru SUGIHARA
The elusive quest for economic policy coordination: a reassessment of international monetary systems
Catherine R. SCHENK, Atish Rex GHOSH

Michael BORDO——Capital Flows and Domestic and International Order: Trilemmas from Macroeconomics to Political Economy and International Relations
Forgotten Foundations of Bretton Woods
Kazuhiro YAGO——The making of “Free Capital Flows”: historical evolution in international institutions
Atish Rex GHOSH——History of Capital Flows and Controls
Robert MCCAULEY——Making Policy in a Global Bond Market
Eric HELLEINER——Forgotten Foundations of Bretton Woods
Olivier FEIERTAG——The franc zone in West Africa: from imperial economic coordination to international monetary cooperation (1958-1975): a reappraisal
Emmanuel MOURLON-DRUOL——The making of a lopsided union: debates about economic adjustment in Europe before the euro
Catherine SCHENK——Coordination failures during and after Bretton Woods
Discussant: Francine MCKENZIE

Cooperative networks in regional and national perspective during the 19th and 20th century
Torsten LORENZ, Candido ROMAN-CERVANTES, Catherine BREGIANNI

Hikaru TANAKA——Effect of cooperative on regional economic equality during interwar period in Japan
Lars Fredrik ANDERSSON——Voluntary or compulsory? Exploring dynamics of mutual cooperative formation in Swedish health insurance at the turn of the 20th century
Battilani PATRIZIA——Cooperative networks in the age of hybridization: the Italian cooperatives case study
Michalis FEFES——The Greek anti-paradigm: how legislation on agricultural co-operatives caused their failure
Zarko LAZAREVIC——The receptions of “consumer’s cooperatives” in Slovenian territory
Uwe MÜLLER——Rural credit cooperatives in Prussian East-Elbian regions at the turn of the 20th century. The role of the state, interest groups and the competition in a global agricultural market
Patrice BAUBEAU——Modernization with values: the Office Central of Landerneau vis-à-vis French state intervention, 1911-1972
Torsten LORENZ——Transnationalism in the East Central European cooperative movement (1890s-1930s)
Katerina BREGIANNI——Rural Cooperatives as institutional organisation during interwar Mediterranean dictatorships. Comparisons and parallelisms
Cándido ROMÁN CERVANTES——Agricultural cooperatives in Spain. Between failure and success? (1890-2001)

Heights in Development
Nikola KOEPKE, Alexander MORADI, Moramay LÓPEZ ALONSO

Jean-Pascal BASSINO——Biological wellbeing in late 19th century Philippines
Stephen L. MORGAN——Height and uneven development in China – health human capital, labor productivity and inequality
Daniel Jong SCHWEKENDIEK——The Biological Standard of Living in Early South Korea
Moramay LÓPEZ ALONSO——Assessing two centuries of poverty and inequality in Mexico (1750-1950): an anthropometric approach
Nikola KOEPKE——Gender inequality in pre- and early historic Europe and potential implications
Deborah OXLEY——Gender discrimination in 19th century England: Evidence from factory children
Denis COGNEAU——Paris siege (1870-71), its impact on height and ensuing mortality (testing the Fogel channel)
Ramon RAMON-MUÑOZ——Industrialization, demographic transition and heights in Southern Europe: evidence from 19th century Catalonia
Kaspar STAUB——“From growth in height to growth in breadth”: the changing body shape in Switzerland since the 19th century and an overview over 10 years of anthropometric history research in Switzerland, Part 1
Joel FLORIS——“From growth in height to growth in breadth”: the changing body shape in Switzerland since the 19th century and an overview over 10 years of anthropometric history research in Switzerland, Part 2
Joerg BATEN——Height Inequality and its Implications: A Global View, 1800-1990


Parallel Sessions  
DAY 5 B 13:30-17:00 FRIDAY, 7 AUGUST

11  5F ROOM 501  
When They Fail: Creditors, Debtors and Solutions  
Ann M CARLOS

Ann M CARLOS——Bankruptcy Discharge and the Emergence of Debtor Rights in Eighteenth Century England
Adrian LEONARD——An English Experiment in Bankruptcy Avoidance: London’s Merchant-Insurers in 1693
David DE RUYSSCHER——Debt Recovery and Debt Adjustment: Assessing Institutional Change in Antwerp (c.1490-c.1560)
Marina MARTIN——Hindi in the Dock: Why Did Indian Merchants Using Hundi, the South Asian Bill of Exchange, Seek Dispute Resolution in the British Indian Courts?
Maura DYKSTRA——“Bankrupt” Reform in the Late Chinese Empire

12  5F ROOM 509  
Economic Aid, developmentalism and the transformation of the international order of Asia, 1960s-1970s  
Shigeru AKITA, Shoichi WATANABE

Shigeru AKITA——PL480, Food Aids to India and the United States in the 1960s
Shoichi WATANABE——All-India Consortium and the Relief of Debt in the 1960s
Pierre van der ENG——Australian food aid to Indonesia, 1960s-1980s
Jeremy SURI——U.S. Aid Policies in the Philippines and Vietnam during the “Short Century” of American Foreign Development
Wei-chen LEE——US Aid and Taiwan
Taizo MIYAGI——The formation of Japan’s aid policy in the 1960s
Ikuto YAMAGUCHI——ECFAE and Asian Industrial Development Problems in the late 1960s and early 70s

Discussants: Tirthankar ROY, Ichiro MAEKAWA

13  5F ROOM 510  
Institutions of Exclusion? Guilds, Citizenship and Inequality in Early Modern Europe – and Asia  
Maarten PRAK, Bert DE MUNCK, Chris MINNS

Maarten PRAK——Access to the trade: Citizens, craft guilds and social and geographical mobility in early modern Europe
Chris MINNS——The scale and scope of citizenship in Early Modern Europe: preliminary estimates
Patrick H. WALLIS——Barriers to Citizenship and Trades in Early Modern Europe
Anna BELLAVITIS——Gender and Citizenship in Early Modern Venetian Guilds
Meng ZHANG——Commercial Organizations of Timber Merchants in Shanghai: Enforcement, Disputes, and Tax Farming
Masaru YONEYAMA——Apprenticeship and freedom in early-modern English provincial towns: A Japanese perspective

Discussants: Bert DE MUNCK, Kenneth POMERANZ

14  5F ROOM 554  
The contribution of rural coastal areas to international trade networks in the early modern period  
Werner SCHELTJENS, Markus A. DENZEL, Toshiaki TAMAKI

Werner SCHELTJENS——The changing structure of Stettin’s international trade and its impact on the Pomeranian littoral, 1700-1850
Markus A. DENZEL——The Relevance of the Rural Coastal Area to the International Trade Networks of Trieste from the 18th to the mid-19th Century
Toshiaki TAMAKI——The Coastal Trade of Northern Seas: With Special Reference to Hamburg
Yuta KIKUCHI——The Coastal Trade of Northern Seas: With Special Reference to Hamburg
Pierrick POURCHASSE——Shipping networks on the French Atlantic coast in the eighteenth century
Paul A. VAN DYKE——The Pearl River Delta and the Eighteenth Century: Intermingled Linkages Upholding Global Commerce
Radhika SESHAN——Surat and its trade networks in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
Jari OJALA——The contribution of Finnish rural coastal areas to international networks in the early modern period (c. 1700 - 1850)
Tina S. HEMMINKI——The contribution of Finnish rural coastal areas to international networks in the early modern period (c. 1700 - 1850)
Yogesh SHARMA——Navigation and Shipping in the Indian Waters (16th-17th Centuries)

Discussant: Philipp Robinson RÖSSNER
Parallel Sessions
DAY 5 B 13:30-17:00 FRIDAY, 7 AUGUST

15 5F ROOM 555

Another Europe? Peculiarities of the economic and civilization development of East Central Europe in 16th - 19th Centuries.
Filip WOLANSKI, Adam PERLAKOWSKI, Jakub WĘGORZ

Adam PERLAKOWSKI——Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as intermediary in the economic transfer between the Western and Eastern Europe in the 17th and 18th centuries.
Piotr FRANASZEK——Paradoxes of economic development of Galicia at the turn of of the 19th century.
Tomasz WIŚLICZ——Microscale social impacts of the ‘second serfdom’ in the lands of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Hubert ŁASZKIEWICZ——“To Make a Livin’ off the Land”. Landed Property Market in the Early Modern Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Jakub WĘGORZ——Early modern medicine and its regional features in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Filip WOLANSKI——Another Europe? Polish scientists in the 18th century about the economy of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.

16 6F ROOM 662

Feudalism and the market. Explaining economic growth in the Middle Ages
Philipp R SCHOFIELD, Antoni FURIO

Antoni FURIO——Feudalism, market, and economic growth in Iberia in the late Middle Ages
Matthieu ARNOUX——Social order and Labour discipline: the medieval growth as produce of the institutions (Western Europe XI-XIII centuries).
Jessica DIJKMAN——Grain markets and dearth policy: market regulation in three regions in northwestern Europe in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
Roman ZAORAL——Mining, coinage and metal export: Central Europe and Italy in comparative perspective
Sandro CAROCCI——Lordship, taxes and market
Carlos LALIENA——Credit markets, consolidated debt and estates in the Crown of Aragon (XVth century)
Marian DYGO——The Cistercians and the “spirit of economic growth” in Europe’s High Middle Ages: The case of Silesia in the 13th century
Nicolas DEVULDER——The rural land market in early modern inland Flanders - a long run perspective (1400-1800)
Schofield PHILLIPP——The market, economic growth and famine in the medieval English countryside in the early fourteenth century

17 6F ROOM 664

Counting People, Understanding Economies: Global Histories of Registration and Demographic Statistics
Gerardo SERRA, Morten JERVEN

Gerardo SERRA——“The First Modern Census of Contemporary Africa”: Population Counting and Postcolonial State Building in 1960s Ghana
Morten JERVEN——Towards a History of Census-Taking in Africa
Christina JENQ——Sampling Bias in the China Census and Its Implications
Felix Meier ZU SELHAUSEN——Numeracy, Gender and Religion: Lessons from Ugandan Missionary Hospital Patient Registry, 1908-1942

Discussant: Theodore PORTER
Dissertations

Posters

DAY 1 A
13:30-17:00

DAY 2 A
09:00-12:30

DAY 2 B
13:30-15:30

DAY 2 C
16:00-18:00

DAY 3 A
09:00-12:30

DAY 4 A
09:00-12:30

DAY 5 A
09:00-12:30

DAY 3 B
13:30-17:00

DAY 4 B
13:30-17:00

DAY 5 B
13:30-17:00

FRIDAY, 7 AUGUST

6F ROOM 665

Costs and Economic Returns to Higher Education: Competing Models in Historical Perspective
Bogdan MURGESCU, Jan SADLAK

Bogdan MURGESCU—Who paid for Romanian higher education? Private and public expenditures in historical perspective
Gabriela Elena JITARU—Who paid for Romanian higher education? Private and public expenditures in historical perspective
Stanislav HOLUBEC—Higher education in Czechoslovakia during the 20th century: costs, financing and returns
Kumar B. DAS—Higher Education System in India: A Historical Perspective
Peter FOLDVARI—Gender specific differences in educational attainment
Bas VAN LEEUWEN—Gender specific differences in educational attainment
Manfred STOCK—Education Planning in the Former East Germany
Robert REISZ—Planning higher education to achieve economic growth? An econometric model for Romania 1948-1989
Matei GHEBOIANU—Higher Education between political planning and economic needs. Case study: Romania and Poland (1980-2010)
Mary TUPAN-WANNO—Economic imperatives as an incentive for higher education institutions to invest in the diversity of their student population

Discussant: Jan SADLAK